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ABSTRACT

The explosion of computational imaging has seen the frontier
of image processing move past linear problems, like denoising and
deblurring, and towards non-linear problems such as phase retrieval.
There has a been a corresponding research thrust into non-linear image recovery algorithms, but in many ways this research is stuck
where linear problem research was twenty years ago: Models, if
used at all, are simple designs like sparsity or smoothness.
In this paper we use denoisers to impose elaborate and accurate
models in order to perform inference on generalized linear systems.
More speciﬁcally, we use the state-of-the-art BM3D denoiser within
the Generalized Approximate Message Passing (GAMP) framework
to solve compressive phase retrieval in a variety of different contexts.
Our method demonstrates recovery performance equivalent to existing techniques using fewer than half as many measurements. This
dramatic improvement in compressive phase retrieval performance
opens the door for a whole new class of imaging systems.
Index Terms— Compressive Phase Retrieval, Denoising, Generalized Approximate Message Passing
1. INTRODUCTION
Compressive phase retrieval is the problem of recovering a linearly
subsampled complex signal without any phase information. That is,
if z = Axo , with A ∈ Cm×n , then we observe
yi = |zi + i |,
where i is noise, and would like to estimate the vector xo . The
phase retrieval problem shows up in numerous engineering disciplines, including crystallography [1], ptychography [2], compressive
imaging systems [3, 4], and more.
Phase retrieval is a relatively well studied problem and a number of methods exists to solve it. One popular technique is alternating minimization; pioneered by the Fienup [5], Gerchberg-Saxton
[6], and Grifﬁn-Lim [7] algorithms and extended in [8–12], among
others. Another popular approach is convex relaxations, including
PhaseLift [13], PhaseCut [14], and Douglas-Rachford methods [15].
The Wirtinger ﬂow algorithm [16], a stochastic-gradient-descentlike algorithm, has recently earned lots of attention for its low computational cost and strong theoretical guarantees.
Starting with [17], a parallel line of research has focused on designing algorithms that, through the use of prior information, can
reconstruct signals using far fewer magnitude only measurements.
Such methods include modiﬁed versions of the Fienup algorithm
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[18], GESPAR [19], CPRL [20], TSPR [21], a low-rank and sparse
method [22], and many others. Unfortunately, a large number of
these algorithms do not scale well to sizes of practical interest. Of
the ones that do, phase-retrieval GAMP (prGAMP) [23] has shown
by far the best performance at the compressive phase retrieval task.
Thus far, compressive phase retrieval research has focused on
efﬁciently using simple structures such as sparsity. However, many
natural signals, including images, exhibit far more complicated
structures. The goal of this paper is to incorporate such complicated structure priors into a phase retrieval algorithm. Toward this
goal, we use the approximate message passing framework [23–25]
and denoisers, which together present a ﬂexible framework for this
purpose.
To be more speciﬁc, suppose that we are interested in recovering a signal xo of known class C. Furthermore, assume that for this
class of signals we have access to a denoising algorithm. Denoising
algorithms estimate xo ∈ C from xo + σw, where w ∼ N (0, I).
We denote a denoising algorithm with Dσ (·). In this paper we focus on imaging application and pursue two goals: (i) We show how
one can incorporate complicated denoisers whose explicit forms are
not given into the prGAMP framework. (ii) We demonstrate that if
state-of-the-art denoisers such as BM3D [26] are incorporated into
the algorithm then they produce a state-of-the-art phase retrieval algorithm.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Denoisers as Priors
Denoisers have recently been recognized as a powerful tool for performing inference and solving inverse problems. In [27] and [28] the
authors use denoisers to regularize tomographic reconstructions and
perform sparse interpolation. In [29] the authors use the BM3D denoiser [26] as a regularizer in compressive sensing, super-resolution,
and upsampling. In [30] the BM3D denoiser was integrated onto a
GPU and used as a regularizer to simultaneously solve demosaicing,
denoising, deconvolution, and inpainting.
2.2. Message Passing Algorithms Applied to Phase Retrieval
prGAMP [23] was the ﬁrst message passing algorithm used for phase
retrieval. We will discuss prGAMP in more detail in Section 3. Here
we would like to mention two related phase retrieval message passing algorithms; prVBEM [31] and prSAMP [32].
prVBEM is a message passing algorithm derived using meanﬁeld approximations. Unlike prGAMP, it comes with provable convergence guarantees. In testing it is shown to offer performance similar to prGAMP when the sampled signal follows a Gaussian distribution (not sparse).
prSAMP is a combination of prGAMP and swept AMP [33].
prSAMP demonstrates performance superior to prVBEM, is robust
to ill-conditioned measurement matrices A, and can incorporate
sparsity priors. However, at the time of this writing, the code was
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1. For i.i.d. Gaussian random matrices, A, xt + αt A∗ z t can be
modeled as xo +ν t , where ν t can be approximated by an i.i.d.
Gaussian noise. This property has been explored extensively
in the context of AMP in [37] and will be used later in our
paper.

not publicly available to compare against. While prSAMP, as an
AMP-type algorithm, would seem to be a good candidate for use
with a high-performance denoiser, the sequential nature of prSAMP
complicates the use of a non-separable denoiser within its iterations.
3. DENOISING-BASED PHASE RETRIEVAL GAMP
As mentioned earlier, prGAMP [23] offers state-of-the-art sparse
signal recovery performance. This accomplishment is achieved
via the use of a simple, separable denoiser designed for BernoulliGaussian distributions. The authors of prGAMP also recognized that
the algorithm could support non-separable priors on x and mention
turbo GAMP [34] and analysis GAMP [35] as possible extensions.
In this work we seize upon this insight and apply high performance
denoisers within prGAMP.
3.1. Phase Retrieval GAMP
Approximate message passing (AMP) algorithms were ﬁrst introduced in [24] as fast and iterative schemes for recovering xo from
undersampled linear observations of the form y = Axo + . Given
an initialization of the form x0 = 0 and z 0 = y, AMP updates its
estimate, xt , according to the following iterations:
xt+1

=

zt

=

η(xt + A∗ z t ),
n
y − Axt + η  (xt−1 + A∗ z t−1 )z t−1 ,
m

(1)

where η is a nonlinear function applied element-wise to xt + A∗ z t
and imposes the structure of the data. For instance, one may use the
soft thresholding function, ητ (u) = (|u|−τ )I(|u|−τ ≥ 0)sign(u),
where I(·) denotes the indicator function, to impose sparsity. η  (·)
denotes the derivative of η, < · > denotes taking the average, and z t
may be considered as an estimate of the residual y − Axo at time t.
One of the main advantages of AMP is that it comes with a theoretical framework, called state evolution, that predicts its performance
accurately. For the sake of brevity we do not review the state evolution here and instead refer the reader to [36] and [37].
The original AMP algorithm was designed to address independent and identically distributed additive noise on the measurements.
However, in certain applications, such as quantized compressed
sensing [38] and phase retrieval the algorithm must deal with more
diverse distortions. To address this issue [25] proposed the generalized approximate message passing. Let z = Axo denote the
ideal measurements before any noise or distortion being added.
Then [25] models the observations y as a sample from the distribution yi = pY |Z (yi |zi ). The iterations of GAMP are given by
xt+1

=

zt

=

st

=

η(xt + αt A∗ st ),
n
y − Axt + η  (xt−1 + αt−1 A∗ z t−1 )st−1 ,
m
ηout (y, z t ; σzt ).
(2)

The function ηout (yi , zi ; σ) is given by

z̃i pY |Z (yi |z̃i )N (z̃i ; zi , σz )dz̃i
,
ηout (yi , zi ; σz ) ﬁ 
pY |Z (yi |z̃i )N (z̃i ; zi , σz )dz̃i
where N (z̃i ; zi , σz ) denotes the pdf of a Gaussian with mean zi and
variance σz .
Note that σz is the standard deviations of z t and hence can
1
z t 22 . In this work we set αt =
be easily estimated by m
m ∂
t
1
[ m i=1 ∂zi ηout (yi , zi ; σz )]−1 , but it can be reduced to damp
the algorithm. See [23] for more information. It is important to note
the following features of AMP that are also inherited by GAMP.

2. The main purpose of applying η is to impose the structure of
xo on the estimates of the AMP (GAMP) algorithm.
As demonstrated in [23], one can employ GAMP to solve the phase
retrieval problem. By considering the model yi = |zi + i |, where
i ∼ N (0, σ2 ), [39] has shown that
pY |Z (yi |zi ; σ ) =

2yi −
e
σ2

yi2 +|zi |2
2
σ

I0 (

2ym |zm |
)I(yi ≥ 0),
σ2

(3)

where I0 (·) denotes the 0th -order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind
and I(·) denotes the indicator function.
In [23] the authors used this prior to calculate a function closely
related to ηout (·).
3.2. Denoising-based Phase Retrieval GAMP
Suppose that xo belongs to signal class C and that for this class we
have a family of denoising algorithms Dσ indexed by standard deviation σ that are capable of estimating vectors xo ∈ C from xo + σ,
where  ∼ N (0, I). In other words, we expect the denoiser to satisfy
E

Dσ (xo + σ) − xo 22
 n,
σ2

for all values of σ. For instance, C could denote the class of natural
images and Dσ could be the BM3D denoiser. Our goal is to use
this denoising algorithm to recover xo . As we discussed already,
in GAMP xt + A∗ z t can be modeled as xo + ν t , where ν t has
approximately a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance
σz2 .1 Hence, intuitively one may replace the η function in (2) with
any denoiser that was designed for additive white Gaussian noise.
However, following this replacement, we then need to determine the
n
correction term m
η  (xt−1 + αt−1 A∗ z t−1 )st−1 . Note that the
explicit form of Dσ (·) is usually not known in practice.
To solve this problem, we introduce Denoising-based prGAMP
(D-prGAMP) that employs the following iterations:
xt+1
z
s

t
t

=
=
=

D(xt + αt A∗ st ),
n
y − Axt + divD(xt−1 + αt−1 A∗ z t−1 )st−1 ,
m
ηout (y, z t ; σzt ),
(4)

where the notation divD denotes the divergence of D.2 To calculate
the divergence we use an approximation that was introduced in [37,
40]. We brieﬂy review the approximation here. Given a denoiser
Dσ (x), using an i.i.d. random vector b ∼ N (0, I), we can estimate
the divergence with
˙
 ˆ
Dσ (x + b) − Dσ (x)
divDσ = lim Eb b∗
(5)
→0

ˆ
˙
1 ∗
≈ E
b (Dσ (x + b) − Dσ (x)) , for very small .

1 The Gaussianity of the effective noise, ν t , has been proven only for
scalar denoisers. Limited experimentation suggests that ν t in D-prGAMP
is still Gaussian. Upcoming research will further investigate this claim.
2 Although it has not been said explicitly, the denoisers will be using the
standard deviation of ν t . Hence that value should be estimated.



To compute this expected value we can use Monte Carlo sampling:
divD̂σ =

M
1  xi
div ,
M i=1

x i is the estimate of the divergence from the ith Monte
where div
∞
and M = 1. For more
Carlo sample. In this work set  = x
1000
information on this approximation see [37].
3.3. Heurestic Adaptations
AMP and GAMP have well understood and predictable behavior
only when the matrix A follow an i.i.d. sub-Gaussian distribution.
Because practical matrices tend to have far more structure, a large
amount of literature has been devoted to dealing with this problem.
See, for example, [41] and [42]. We built our algorithm off of the
Dec. 22, 2015 version of the original prGAMP code3 . As a result, our algorithm takes advantage of several different heuristics,
including multiple restarts, damping, and mean-removal. For more
information about each of these methods see [23].
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1. Setup
In this section we employ the BM3D denoiser [26] in the D-prGAMP
framework (4). We call the resulting algorithms BM3D-prGAMP.
We compare the performance of BM3D-prGAMP with prGAMP
with and without a sparsity prior. We chose to test only these algorithms for three reasons: (1) prGAMP has demonstrated performance far superior to competing methods. (2) Competing methods do not scale well to imaging sized problems. For instance, the
work [23] demonstrates that prGAMP signiﬁcantly outperforms the
well-known Sparse-Fienup [18], GESPAR [19], and CPRL [20] algorithms and is tens to hundreds of times faster than each. (3) Code
for prSAMP [32], which may offer performance competitive with
prGAMP, is not yet publicly available.
Test Setup: We tested the algorithms on the Barbara test image. Our
measurements were of the form y = |Axo +σ|, where the elements
of  followed and i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. The pixel values of the
image xo were in the range [0, 255]. Memory requirements restricted
our Gaussian measurement tests to 128 × 128 images and time constraints meant that the tests used to generate Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
and Table 1 were only 64 × 64. We tested at sampling rates4 of .2,
.4, .6, .8, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Each test was run 3 times and the
median result was recorded.
Note that the phase retrieval solution is not unique, there is a
phase ambiguity: if x is a solution to the phase retrieval problem then
so is xejθ , for any value θ. Therefore, before we could measure the
quality of our reconstruction we ﬁrst had to disambiguate by rotating
the phase of the estimate x̂ so that it best aligned with x. From there,
we used PSNR5 to measure the quality of the reconstructions.
Algorithm Settings: We tested two version of prGAMP. One, denoted ‘prGAMP sparse’, that applied a real Gauss-Bernoulli prior
on the wavelet coefﬁcients of the image, and another, denoted
‘prGAMP dense’, that applied a real non-negative Guassian prior
on the image pixels. Daubechies 4 wavelets were used as the sparsifying basis. We provided ‘prGAMP sparse’ the oracle sparsity
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/gampmatlab/ﬁles/

sampling rate is the ratio m
, where m is the dimension of the mean
surement vector and n is the dimension of the sampled signal.
5 PSNR stands for peak signal-to-noise ratio and is deﬁned as
2552
10 log10 ( mean((x̂−x
2 ) when the pixel range is 0 to 255. It is a meao) )
sure of how closely a signal estimate x̂ is to the true signal xo .
4 The

of the signal (deﬁned as the ratio of coefﬁcients whose magnitude
squared is 10% or more of the mean magnitude squared), but otherwise default parameters were used for both prGAMP algorithms.
BM3D-prGAMP’s variance parameter was set to be uniform across
the image and only 3 iterations were used to learn the noise variance.
Otherwise default parameters were used.
4.2. Gaussian Measurements
For our ﬁrst test the elements of A were drawn independently from a
circular, complex-valued Gaussian distribution with variance m−1 .
While such matrices have long been of theoretical interest, recent
work has shown they appear in real-world systems as well [3, 4, 43,
44]. In particular, Gaussian matrices appear whenever your measurement matrix is formed by a collection of random scatterers.
We tested at two different noise levels, ﬁrst with the standard
deviation of the noise σ = .01, and again at σ = 20. See Figures 2(a) and 2(b). The low noise results show that the denoisingbased method dramatically outperforms the sparsity based method
in the compressive regime: At sampling rates at or below 2, BM3DprGAMP can be 10s of dB better than competing methods. The high
noise results are even more striking: BM3D-prGAMP at a sampling
rate above .5 outperforms prGAMP at any rate.

(a) BM3D-prGAMP

(b) Wavelet Sparsity prGAMP

Fig. 1. Reconstructions of m = .6n i.i.d. Gaussian sampled 128 ×
128 Barbara image with additive white Gaussian measurement noise
with standard deviation .01. Notice the reduced artifacts and ﬁner
detail in the denoising-based reconstruction.

(a) Low Noise

(b) High Noise

Fig. 2. 64 × 64 reconstruction performance with additive white
Gaussian measurement noise with standard deviation 0.01 (a) and
with standard deviation 20 (b). Note that in both regimes the
denoising-based method uniformly outperforms the other techniques.



Notice that when the sampling rate was 2 or 3, the wavelet spar-

sity version of prGAMP often produced very poor reconstructions of
the signal. This behavior was consistent across test runs but the cause
is still unknown. Fine tuning of the algorithms parameters could
likely prevent this behavior, however time constraints prevented us
from doing so. Note that BM3D-prGAMP exhibited no such issues.
4.3. Masked Fourier Measurements
We repeated a test performed in [23], based off of the coded diffraction pattern system proposed in [45]. In [23] the authors showed that
coded masks allowed prGAMP to accurately and quickly reconstruct
a Fourier sampled synthetic sparse image. We now show that, using
the same setup, BM3D-prGAMP can recover natural images.
In this experiment the measurement matrix A is deﬁned as follows:
»
ﬁ
J1 FD1
— J FD2 ﬃ
A=– 2
,
J3 FD3 ﬂ
J4 FD4

fundamentally slower. This is because using a denoiser potentially
allows an algorithm to recover a signal using fewer iterations.
5. DISCUSSION
We have developed a denoising-based approximate message passing (D-prGAMP) algorithm that can recover signals from the magnitudes of their undersampled linear measurements. By employing
the state-of-the-art BM3D image denoiser we have achieved stateof-the-art compressive phase retrieval of images. BM3D-prGAMP
requires far fewer measurements than existing methods and is robust
to noise.
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